Hvězdička (Little Star) – Max’s Montessori Language School

Dear moms and dads, dear readers,

today, i.e. on the 1 December 2015, the enrolment to our kindergarten Prague 6 – Petříny has started. The kindergarten premises underwent a delicate, general and expensive reconstruction for which warm thanks belong to the Charles University staff.

The Max’s kindergarten, the first opened in the school year 2008 – 2009, will open a branch in Prague 6 – Petříny as early as March 2016. We will preferably welcome children of students and employees of the Charles University. The capacity will be partly utilised by other applicants.

The kindergarten has a beautiful playground available (from 06/2015). Within the walking distance, we may find the Ladronka park, the Hvězda forest park or a nice traffic rules playground for children and the Liboc pond, etc.

Our kindergarten will focus on the Montessori pedagogy. It will also offer a foreign language training, in the form of an optional club headed by a native speaker, and, above all, flexible opening hours. We will include sports and physical activities or activities developing fine motor activity. Meals will be provided by an external company (BIONEA).

In addition to the Children’s Mensa of the Czech Republic, our kindergarten will also cooperate with the Centrum nadáni (Talent Centre) organising a regular activity called Little Whizz (Malý šikula), as well as with the Charles University at ensuring the University students’ practice-teach.

A novelty will be a unique electronic attendance/record keeping system MaxInfo thanks to which you will always keep a perfect track of your child, attendance, payment history, absence, substitutions or reports, evaluations, news, the kindergarten bulletins, invitations to various events and activities of our kindergarten, etc.

Dear moms and dads, dear readers, we are sincerely looking forward to your children!

Pavel Tuleškov
director

Attachment: Max’s Montessori Language School Little Stars (Prague 6 – Petříny) "Hvězdička – The Little Star" introduces itself